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STEP 2:  BEGINNING ASSEMBLY

A.  Familiarize yourself with the “Goal Tube Placement” diagram on the 
      following page.

B.  Begining with the bottom/back of the goal    , slide the perimeter 
      rope into the tubing channels as shown below. 

SLIP “T” SLIP “T”

C.  When the INNERNET® tubing reaches the first “cut” in the net, slide the 
      tube through the slip “t” connector    .  Continue to thread the second 
      section of perimeter rope into the tubing channel.  See diagram below.
  

STEP 3:  SECURING THE TUBING JOINTS

A. Once the net is completely inserted into the bottom/back of goal    , 
     secure the corner joints    .  

B.  Be sure that the tubing is fully inserted into each joint and that the joints 
      are facing correct direction before inserting the self-tapping screws.

C.  Screw the self-tapping screws into the pre-drilled holes on the corner 
      joints    .   

STEP 4:  ASSEMBLING THE GOAL  

A.  Continue to assemble the bottom and side  tubing of the goal      &    . 
      Use the same process as used on the back support tube    .

STEP 1:  FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE NET.

A. Lay out the net and find the 2 red tape markers and 2 blue markers. 
     The two red tape markers indicate the top/front corners of the net.  The 
     two blue tape markers indicate bottom/ back corners of net. 

B. A thick perimeter rope is attached to all front and bottom edges of the
     net.  This will be slipped into the INNERNET® tubing channels.

C. Each location on the perimiter rope requiring a tubing joint has a "cut".  
     These "cuts" allow the rope to bypass the connector areas.


